
 

 

Category: Outstanding Small Public Relations Consultancy 

Company: Viva 

 
 
Number of employees - including executive / support staff - and annual fee 

income: 

We have 5 full time, 3 part time staff, 1 intern: 

• Tony Garner - MD  

• Lisa Woodhouse – Operations 

• Hannah Monaghan - Creative 

• Helen Dickson, Nicole Parkes, Alan Simpson, and Amy Scott - Account Executives 

• Anna Carney Finance and Office Manager. 

 

Business objectives and analysis of performance against budget over the past 
three years:  

• Increase turnover - 20% year on year 

• Become a Top 50 North West Agency in 3 years 

• Create a distinctive offer — a business solutions provider 

• Deliver measurable impact for 40 key businesses in 2020. 

 

A brief overview of business / team strategy: 

In Q4 2018 we set out a new vision for the business. 

Structure: We developed a new management structure with our three leads taking 

responsibility for three core functions business development, operations and creativity 

respectively. 

Financial: Increase profit margin to over 20% for next 5 successive years; Increase turnover 

to £1m by April 2022. 



Star Quality: Inspire employees to create great work, measured by awards; galvanise around 

a goal focused culture, measured by client retention. 

Customer Satisfaction: Deliver great work – a given, but create great relationship. Measured 

by increasing retention rate from 72% to 85%. 

Working with Prof Simon Bolton from Edge Hill University's Business School we have 

developed a hugely distinctive offer for the PR industry. 

Our focus is now on meeting client pain points. 

We are also more focused on core areas of strength — Advanced Manufacturing Defence, 

Charity, Retail and Education. 

Our business development success rate has been phenomenal with turnover and profit up 

by 25 per cent this year. Our retention rates are also improving too. 

We have also made a firm commitment to workplace wellbeing, recognising that clients don’t 

want their accounts handled by people who are stressed or overworked. We believe that 

happy, healthy teams are more creative and productive — and that equals happier clients. 

We have mental health sessions, mindfulness, yoga, dog days and give employees 20 

minutes a day to go for a walk. 

Finally, we play a vital role in our community — we aren’t just based here, we participate. 

We support three local charities and our team are encouraged to volunteer. They each have 

16 hours a year to devote to a cause of their choice. 

 

A summary of commitment to CPD and professionalism: 

Training: Knowledge and skills are key in our industry. All the team are allocated training 

budgets, and additional learning is facilitated through conferences and seminars. We budget 

for £1,500 per year per person for training (not including expenses). 

Each team member has their own career plan. 

Lunchtime learning: We’ve have regular ‘lunchtime learning’ sessions – a webinar, TED talk 

or training video weekly. 

 

A summary of recent outstanding achievements, including client list growth / 

retention:  

Viva has won a series of new business accounts in 2019 worth more than £120k. These 

include Camden Group - Irish double Glazing fabricators, KTL Tooling and Westholme 

School. We have also won prestigious projects including Eurofighter GmbH - Social Media 

Project for Paris Air Show and Stonyhurst Film & Literature Event. 

Out retention rate has improved and all our key and medium clients have been retained. 

Viva was shortlisted by the PRCA as one of the best places to work in the UK. 



A summary of a campaign you are particularly proud of, including details of 

the brief, objectives, strategy, tactics, outputs, outcomes and budget: 

Burnley - the Coolest place in the North West. 

Brief: Set against UCLan’s expansion plans which will see student numbers rising from 400 

to 4,000 by 2025, this campaign is tasked with presenting Burnley as a unique, creative and 

dynamic university town. 

In short, we sum up the task at hand in one simple sentence: Making Burnley The Coolest 

Place in the North West. 

Campaign Budget = £27.5k: 

• Video and Copy Content Creation – £21k 

• Photography - £2k 

• Blogger Outreach Events - £2,750 

• Website - £2k. 

Research (focus groups and surveys) carried out by the Borough Council in conjunction with 

the higher and further education providers formed the basis of the tender. It showed a 

perception issue. Burnley was not seen as a ‘happening’ place, even by many of the people 

in it. However, we carried out our own research. We formed a focus group of students, 

young people working in the town and business owners as well. This included key 

stakeholders, like groups at Themis and Burnley College, as well as music promoters, 

restaurateurs and independent retailers. This revealed pockets of interesting activity; there 

were groups of people quietly creating a scene and an online following. People operating 

under the radar of traditional media. 

Strategy: The issue we found was that in the social media age there wasn’t one collective 

‘online’ home for Burnley. We decided for a Digital First approach, focusing on cultural 

aspects of life in Burnley covering: Music, Fashion, Food & Drink and Leisure Activity. Our 

ideas was to bring the town’s influencers together under one roof — Burnley Social — so 

together they’d start by writing Burnley’s story, helping shape opinions. 

A SERIES OF YOUTUBE VIDEOS featuring all of the amazing things, people and places 

that bring the Burnley narrative alive and showcasing different aspects of the town’s diverse 

cultural beat in an entertaining and lively way. 

Videos to date include: 

• An interview at Turf Moor with Burnley YouTube sensation, Vizeh (172k YouTube 

subscribers). 

WEEKLY BLOG STORIES shouting about the people, businesses, creatives and young 

entrepreneurs making waves in the town. 

 

 



Stories to date include: 

• Interviews with fashion & lifestyle bloggers, Freya Farrington (27k YouTube, 31.5k 

Instagram) and What Emma Did (63.2k Instagram). 

INFLUENCER EVENTS – the first of its kind in Burnley – you usually expect an 

Instagramable breakfast and catch up with fellow bloggers to happen in Manchester or 

London but on one Saturday in October 18, supported by UCLan and Boohoo, Burnley 

Social played host to THE BIG BURNLEY CLOTHES SWAP. 

Results: 

Collectively, we’ve built a ‘tribe’ of Burnley ambassadors either by profiling them on video, 

through a blog story or we’ve started a conversation with them on social… 

…THIS NETWORK HAS A COMBINED REACH ACROSS SOCIAL PLATFORMS OF OVER 

1 MILLION… 

…and through Burnley Social, we’re bringing them together all in one place, to start the 

drumbeat, change perceptions and ultimately reposition Burnley as a first option for your 

people, rather than an afterthought. 

• 10% audience engagement on our posts compared to UK average of <1% 

• 62% of our social audiences are aged 25-34 

• 72% of our engagement comes from those aged 25-34. 

Blogger Event Results: 

• Instagram Reach – 94,957 

• Twitter Reach – 22,227 

• YouTube Reach – 22,000. 

TOTAL REACH – 139,184. 

 


